In the proof of Theorem 4.6, p. 407, line-7, the result of [1] was misapplied. The argument was made for a primitive class s whereas [I] requires the class to be unimodular. Therefore the argument should be applied instead to the unimodular class in ff| 2 whose d multiple equals s | 1. This yields an isometry r/ of [P, h] | ~ which maps s @1 to the class corresponding to ~(z | 1). It follows from the discussion in [2, ch. IV w that, for k > 2, there are such isometries r/ which lift to [P, h] | ,~-Since 2 e pc, any lifted isometry will map 2 to ~(z @ 1), as required.
We are grateful to I. Hambleton and M. Kreck for bringing these two points to our attention.
